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Henry Moore is photographed by John Hedgecoe in his maquette studio at Perry Green,
Hertfordshire. Hedgecoe described how ‘portraits in the working surroundings of a person have an
intriguing extra dimension. You are taking two separate subjects at once – the person and the
environment – and arranging a balance between them.’ [1] Hedgecoe went on to explain how he
incorporated as much of the background as possible without overpowering the sitter.

Moore adopts a natural pose, as if he is working on the plaster maquette for a reclining figure that is
on a turntable in front of him. Moore is surrounded by maquettes, plasters and found objects from
floor to ceiling, which serve to demonstrate his sculptural processes. A plaster model for Large
Spindle Piece is on a stand behind him, which echoes an elephant skull at the right of the
composition. These frame a model for Moore’s Time/Life Screen for Bond Street, which is on a shelf
along the back wall.

There are many pebbles at the front of the composition. Moore described the benefits of surrounding
himself with found objects such as stones and bones, when he explained ‘anything I find that has a
shape that interests me – [I] keep it around in that little studio so that if any day I go in there, or
evening, within five or ten minutes of being in that little room there will be something that I can pick
up or look at that would give me a start for a new idea’. [2] The elephant skull became the basis of a
portfolio of prints in 1970. It had been given to Moore in 1965 by Juliette Huxley, wife of the
biologist Sir Julian Huxley, after Moore had admired it in their garden. Julian Huxley was also



photographed by Hedgecoe.

John Hedgecoe went into Moore’s maquette studio the first time they ever met in 1956. He
described Moore working at the turntable as pictured here; ‘A small turntable was immediately in
front of him and on this there was a small plaster maquette. As he talked to us he kept turning and
inspecting the small sculpture from all angles.’ [3] Even in this recollection over three decades later,
he conveyed excitement in being allowed into this space, ‘This was the inner sanctum, the maquette
studio, a secret place where he worked out his ideas for his sculptures and was not to be disturbed.’
[4]

Despite Hedgecoe’s indication that the maquette studio was the sculptor’s private space, it was
photographed more than any other of Moore’s studios and by many photographers. The studio thus
became a widely distributed part of Moore’s public image. Jon Wood writes how in the twentieth
century, artist studios were often described with a sense of mystery, in keeping ‘with the avant-
garde preoccupation with archaeology, anthropology and psychology’. [5] Hedgecoe also produced a
colour photograph during the same sitting, this time, rather than looking directly at the camera,
Moore inspects the maquette.

Moore and Hedgecoe remained friends from their first meeting in 1956 until Moore’s death in 1986
and during this time, Hedgecoe took around 6,000 photographs of Moore. [6] In some of his
photography manuals Hedgecoe used his images of the sculptor as an example of how to take a
prolonged portrait of a single subject. [7] As Hedgecoe explained, with photography ‘you capture
forever a frozen instant of time. But how much more meaningful those images can be is made plain
when you see a progression of pictures of the same person taken over a long period of time.’ [8]

His photographs of Moore formed the basis of four books, which incorporated Hedgecoe’s
photographs alongside Moore’s words. Although he produced around 30 photography manuals,
these were Hedgecoe’s only books on a single subject.

Tania Moore, December 2020
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